Open Government Partnership: Moldova’s 3rd National Action Plan
The **Open Government Partnership** is a multilateral initiative that aims to secure concrete commitments from governments to promote transparency, empower citizens, fight corruption, and harness new technologies to strengthen governance.
- Joined OGP in 2012
- Two National Action Plans implemented
- Focus on participation, innovation and transparency
From COMMITMENTS included in the National Action Plan to ACTIONS enabled through Government Resolutions
Open Government Action Plan Consultations

List of public government data to be open in 2012 – consulted with civil society

Open Data Catalogues of Central Public Institutions
The main directions of the National Action Plan include:
- Increasing the public access to open data;
- Improving the delivery of public services in electronic format (e-government);
- Increasing the citizen participation in the decision-making process.

Major commitments identified:
- Develop and implement the open contracting initiative
- Public service re-engineering using data and citizen engagement
- Data inventory across the Government
- Open up high-priority data

National coordination mechanism to be developed
Joint Declaration on Open Government for the Implementation of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development

The Declaration commits participating governments to take advantage of the OGP infrastructure - including the National Action Plan and the guaranteed participation of Civil Society - to help achieve the United Nation’s Sustainable Development Goals.

**OGP National Action Plans** can help identify and advance open government commitments that are central to both the OGP and the Sustainable Development Goals.
YOUR INVOLVEMENT

- Raising awareness on OGP principles and activities within the current projects that are being implemented

- Encourage active participation from key stakeholder groups

- Support activities that involve public consultations, civic participation and co-creation related to open governance
THANK YOU!

E-mail: livia.turcanu@egov.md